For more information about our UK Series challenges
please visit: www.dream-challenges.com

trek challenge

welcome

the west highland way trek

Here at Dream Challenges, we’re all about making dreams come true and after a tough
year facing the coronavirus crisis, that’s exactly what we all need.
Prepare to light up your life after the lock-down
discovering the historic secrets, exquisite, hidden
gems and stunning, sacred sites just a stone’s throw
from your home.
Our exciting array of new UK 2021 challenges
gives you the chance to trek back to the time of
the Romans, watch the sun set at Stonehenge and
even enjoy a ride on the world-famous Jacobite
(Hogwarts Express) Steam Train. From the magical
Scottish Highlands to the ancient Hadrian’s Wall to
the spiritual sites of southern England, there’s an
adventure to suit everyone.

walking, whisky and wizards

No matter what your age or fitness level, you can sweat
off the stress, get fit and make amazing new friends,
with the option to fundraise for a charity of your
choice. An awesome new UK family adventure is also
coming in your near future and for those of you itching
to travel further afield, we’ve included some European
treks too!
With over 20 years of experience organising life
changing adventures in the UK and all across the
globe, we are proud to be leading the industry with
a ground-breaking 14-step initiative to minimise the
risk of the coronavirus on all our challenges. Your
health and safety are always are highest priorities, so
please rest assured you are safe booking with us.

9 DAYS

16 - 24 August 2021
Registration fee: £199 Challenge Costs £1,299

CLICK HERE
FOR MORE
INFORMATION
AND TO
BOOK

Leave the muggle life behind and enjoy a ride on the
Hogwarts Express on our bewitching West Highland
Way Trek.
Together, we’ll hike through the famous Scottish
Highlands, taste whisky fresh from a local distillery
and finish with a ride on the world-famous Jacobite
Steam Train, aka. the Hogwarts Express.
Setting off just outside Glasgow, we’ll trek on clear
paths and trails alongside the magical Loch Lomond
and fresh-water rivers to its north. We’ll wind our
way through forested hills, ancient woodland and the
amazing Munro and Mamore mountains, with views
of Ben Nevis, the Glenfinnan Viaduct and the Buchaille
Mor Etive in the heart of Glen Coe.
Although the Highland Way doesn’t include Ben Nevis
itself, we’re in for some epic climbs. Ascending the zigzagging Devil’s Staircase and the Conic Hill, plus other
hills, we give our legs a challenging workout and our
eyes unforgettable panoramas.
Along the way, we’ll stop in traditional Highland
settlements and camp amidst spectacular mountain
scenery – the perfect escape after so long at home in
lock-down!

Challenge level

Highlights
•
•
•
•
•

Trek in the stunning Scottish Highlands
Visit the world famous Glengoyne Single
Malt Whisky Distillery
Trek alongside the magical Loch Lomond
Take in stunning views of the Munro and
Mamore mountains
Ride on the Jacobite Steam Train aka. the
Hogwarts Express!

cycle challenge

trek challenge

the glastonbury to stonehenge
pilgrimage trek

4 DAYS

26 - 29 August 2021
Registration fee: £149 Challenge Costs £699

CLICK HERE
FOR MORE
INFORMATION
AND TO
BOOK

Due to the phenomenal success of our first
Glastonbury to Stonehenge Pilgrimage in 2020, we’re
ecstatic to launch an extended 4-day version!

Winding our way up and down quiet roads and
rustic tracks that date back hundreds of years, we’ll
encounter Iron Age hillforts, remains of Roman
settlements, striking medieval architecture and
intriguing Neolithic monuments, including the worldfamous Stonehenge.

Highlights
•
•
•
•
•

Challenge level

13 - 17 September 2021
Registration fee: £149 Challenge Costs £749

Our spectacular circular route starts and finishes in
the heart of Winchester, where Alfred is buried.

Tune into your spiritual side on this enlightening
pilgrimage from the Pagan town of Glastonbury to the
sun-loving Stonehenge.

Following a trail so old it is no longer marked by a
path, we’ll encounter Christian, Pagan and pre-historic
sites, all swimming in myths and mystery. We’ll trek on
footpaths, tracks and some quiet country roads, over
a mix of fantastic terrains that give us the best of the
southern countryside.

5 DAYS

CLICK HERE
FOR MORE
INFORMATION
AND TO
BOOK

Cycle through 10,000 years of history on this stunning
350km bike ride following King Alfred’s Way.

This 90km challenge takes in more sites, gives us even
more enthralling insight into the original pilgrimage
and allows us more time to savour the panoramas
of rolling countryside, iron-age hillforts and ancient
architecture.

We’ll wind along part of the ancient Celtic Way, which
dates back thousands of years and reflects the routes of
the Neolithic peoples as they carried sacred blue stones
from the Preseli Mountains in Wales to the Salisbury
Plains.

the king alfred's way cycle

Walk from medieval Glastonbury to
prehistoric Stonehenge
Follow the ancient Celtic Way pilgrimage
route
Conquer 90 km in 4 days
Talks from Stonehenge expert
archaeologist Mark Corney
Fully supported with guides and luggage
transport

We’ll tackle tough climbs for breath-taking views of
rolling chalk hillsides, the famous Salisbury Plains,
commons coated with vibrant, purple heather and
chocolate-box country-side settlements.
With stops at the fascinating Stonehenge, Farnham
Castle and the Avebury’s Henge and Stone Circle, the
landmarks will keep us captivated every pedal of the
way.
This leads up to a triumphant finish in Winchester,
with a statue of King Alfred himself welcoming us back
to the city.

Challenge level

Highlights
•
•
•
•
•

Visit the ancient spiritual landmark and
World Heritage Site of Stonehenge
Explore Avebury's Henge and Stone Circle
World Heritage Site, the largest stone circle
in the world
Cycle 350km through 10,000 years of history
Circular route follows quiet roads and rustic
off-road tracks through national parks
Fully supported and guided cycle challenge

trek challenge

trek challenge

the hadrian's wall trek

8 DAYS

19 - 26 September 2021
Registration fee: £199 Challenge Costs £1,099

camino de santiago
pilgrimage

CLICK HERE
FOR MORE
INFORMATION
AND TO
BOOK

8 DAYS

23 - 30 October 2021
Registration fee: £199 Self Fund: £1,299 Sponsorship: £2.600

Hike alongside Hadrian’s Wall on this enthralling
time warp of a trek. Following the rustic rural trail
from Solway to Wallsend, we’ll roam alongside the sea,
before winding inland through fields and forest on the
line of the ancient Roman landmark.

Join our spectacular new pilgrimage following the final
stretch of Camino de Santiago. Following the footsteps
of countless pilgrims, star-gazing Celts and tourists,
we’ll tackle a whopping 115km on the Camino de
Francis, aka. the French Way.

Little more than a rise in the ground level to start with,
whispers of the wall grow ever more prevalent as we
hike on. Prepare to encounter incredible sites lying on
the trail, including the remains of the 12th Century
Thirlwall and Motte Bailey Castle, the well-preserved
stretch of wall at Walltown Crags and the spectacular
Housesteads Roman Fort.

Our adventure commences in the Gothic town of
Sarria in North West Spain, we’ll wind our way up
and down lush valleys and enchanting forests full of
eucalyptus, fir and oak trees. Encountering spectacular
man-made monuments and breath-taking natural
landscapes, we’ll look out for woodpeckers and take
in an amazing range of architecture built across
centuries.

Gazing out upon a sea of lush green fields from the
edge of the Roman Empire, we’ll escape to the ancient
era that shaped British history, discover the remains
of a Roman hospital and barracks and gain captivating
insight into the AD138 century lifestyle.
As we draw nearer to Newcastle, we’ll jump on the
chances to visit the magnificent forts at Chesters and
Vindolanda.

Highlights
•
•

•

Challenge level

Roam the opposite way to other walkers
and enjoy a less busy route, as we trek from
West to East.
Discover the spectacular Housesteads
Roman Fort, Hadrian’s Wall flagship site
and explore the enthralling 12th Century
Thirlwall and Motte Bailey Castle
Gain brilliant historical insight into the
Chesters and Vindolanda Roman Forts.

We’ll stop in rustic hamlets and traditional Spanish
towns, with chances to gain insight into the current
local lifestyle and the captivating cultural history of the
pilgrimage.

Highlights

Dating back to around the 10th century AD, the famous
Camino de Frances actually begins in France and
extends some 800km, but this final section gives a
perfect alternative for time-tight trekkers.

•
•

•

•
•

Challenge level

Flights
Included

Walk the Camino de Santiago during
Holy Year!
Explore the Galicia region of Spain
Try the local delicacies including Tarta de
Santiago and Pulpo Gallego
Earn your Compostela Certificate by
trekking 115km
Explore Cathedral of Santiago de
CLICK HERE
Compostela on your free day
FOR MORE

INFORMATION
AND TO
BOOK

trek challenge

pilgrimage to the
oberammergau passion play

8 DAYS

18 - 25 June 2022
Registration fee: £299 Self Fund: £1,750 Sponsorship: £3,500

CLICK HERE
FOR MORE
INFORMATION
AND TO
BOOK

Roam with us through ancient countryside, medieval
towns and the breath-taking Bavarian Alps to the oncea-decade Passion Play at Oberammergau.
Lacing up our boots in Munich, we’ll follow a stretch of
the Way of St James leading to the Camino de Santiago
and wind alongside rivers, through rolling fields and
lush forest, into biscuit-tin villages and tiny hamlets
that give us a feel for the local lifestyle.
We have a chance to look out for an enormous array
of bird-life from the nearby moors as we pass the 739
AD Benediktbeuern Abbey, famous for the Carmina
Burana, a medieval collection of songs found there in
1803.
At the breath-taking Walchensee Lake, we veer off
the path of the pilgrimage and hike across a chain of
mountain passes through the heart of the Bavarian
Alps. Exquisite vistas of the surrounding mountains
and the patchwork fields below accompany us
until we reach the unforgettable finishing point of
Oberammergau.

new for this summer
thames path family trek
Everyone's welcome (recommended 12 years old+) as we conquer approx.
50 miles over five days on our amazing Thames Path Family Trek.
We'll roam alongside the canals of Oxford, heavily featured in Philip
Pullman's His Dark Materials series, feel like royalty trekking through
Windsor and celebrate our achievement in the bright lights of London.

Highlights
•
•

•
•

Challenge level

CLICK
HERE TO
REGISTER
YOUR
INTEREST

Tickets for the once-in-a-decade
Oberammergau Passion Play
Unique route that incorporates both the
Way of St James Pilgrimage and the
breath-taking panoramas of the Bavarian
Alps
Walk alongside the stunning Kochelsee and
Walchensee glacial lakes
Dine and stay overnight in a charming
4-star hotel in Oberammergau

Along the way, our expert guide will give us eye-opening insight into the
history of the Thames Path and the iconic sites we'll see as we trek.

Family
Challenge
dream-challenges.com | 01590 646410 | events@dream-challenges.com

covid-19 keeping you safe

WE'RE HERE FOR YOU

Here at Dream Challenges, the health and safety of our participants is always - and has always been - our highest priority.
As we emerge into a new post-lockdown era, we're enhancing our health and safety procedures and taking a number of key
actions to protect you from the coronavirus and other illnesses.

We have worked tirelessly to find solutions that minimise risk and we hope our 14-step initiative has given you the
confidence you may have needed to take on a challenge with us soon. After all, there is still an amazing world out there
to discover!

Whilst the risk of contracting COVID-19 on your travels can never be completely eliminated, the risk of transmitting the
virus can be significantly reduced. Our team of experts here at DC has created the following 14-step initiative, to minimise
the risk of coronavirus and reassure you that you're safe booking with us.

If you have any questions, please don't hesitate to get in touch. Email us at events@dream-challenges.com or call us on
01590 646410 (Monday - Friday 9am - 5pm).

FREE "TRAVEL SAFE
KITS" FOR EVERY
PARTICIPANT
Ahead of your challenge, we’ll
send all participants a free
‘Travel Safe’ kit, including:
• Face masks for every day
of the challenge, including
travel days
• Flight-friendly bottles
of hand sanitiser
• Packs of anti-bacterial wipes
• Marker pen to mark
your own plastic water
bottle

DISTANCED SEATING
ON COACHES
WHERE POSSIBLE
Due to the varied terrain of our
challenges, we need to use a
variety of vehicles. Therefore it
is not always possible to socially
distance while travelling. When
possible, coaches will have 2
seats per passenger.
All participants and staff should
wear the masks provided in
your Travel Safe Kits, while in
vehicles.

ENHANCED HEALTH
& SAFETY AUDITS

COVID-19
INSURANCE

All services used for our
challenges now have to pass
strict COVID-19 hygiene and
cleanliness tests.

We have sourced a provider
offering coverage in the
event that you fall ill on
your challenge as a result of
COVID-19 and need to return
home.

We’re also including COVID-19
mitigation as part of our
challenge-specific route and
risk assessments and issuing
challenge-specific guidance to
our event staff (and participants
when necessary).

COVID-19
PROTOCOLS
FOR ALL OUR
ACCOMMODATION
We expect the highest
standards of food hygiene,
gloved and masked staff, lower
floor rooms (where possible)
and larger spaces for challenge
briefings.
You can choose to stay in a
single room or tent for an
additional, margin-free, cost.

This insurance policy will
cover you for cancellation due
to diagnosed COVID-19 or
medically advised isolation.
We’ll send you the details once
you register for your challenge.

EXTRA
PRECAUTIONS IN
PLACE FOR MEALS
We’re providing packed lunches
and replacing buffets with
table service. When buffets are
unavoidable, there will be no
self-service.
All staff will wear gloves and
masks and minimise their
contact with food

FLEXIBLE PAYMENT
DATE & COVID-19
FRIENDLY REFUND
CONDITIONS
We’ve introduced COVID-19friendly refund conditions plus
flexible balance payment dates,
so you can feel confident while
travelling.
If there are signs of COVID-19
in the area you’re due to visit,
we will postpone your balance
due date. We will be as flexible
as possible in our cancellation
costs if you cancel your place
due to COVID-19 symptoms.

EQUIPMENT
SANITATION
We’ll thoroughly sanitise all
challenge equipment before
and between use. This includes
challenge-specific equipment,
like bikes, kayaks, sledges etc.
Equipment will be numbered
to ensure you use the same
piece throughout the challenge,
unless it needs to be replaced
with another piece solely for
your use.

SYMPTOMS
CHECK BEFORE
TRAVELLING

COVID-19 TESTING
& TRAINING FOR
CHALLENGE STAFF

Our challenge doctors will call
all participants to check for
symptoms before travelling.

When reliable ‘on demand’
testing becomes available, we
intend to test challenge leaders
and all other event staff before
departure.

They may suggest that you
speak with your GP before
travelling if you haven’t done so
already.

STAGGERED START
WAVES
We usually trek/cycle as one
group, but we’re introducing
staggered-starts on every day
of our challenges.

We’re enhancing the training
of all event staff to include
COVID-19-specific knowledge
and actions.

This will enable greater
social distancing between
participants. We’ll also have
more event staff to ensure
every start wave has a challenge
guide.

GET ME HOME
SERVICE &
PRIVATE AIRPORT
TRANSFERS

EXTRA
PRECAUTIONS IN
PLACE FOR TRAVEL
DAYS

CONSTANT
MONITORING
& POST-TOUR
TRACING

All services used for our
challenges now have to pass
strict COVID-19 hygiene and
cleanliness tests.

If you’re forced to curtail
your challenge as a result of
COVID-19 symptoms, we’ll be
on hand in the UK to support
and get you home.

Not only do we vow to
constantly monitor areas we
visit on our challenges for
COVID-19 developments and
risks, we will also introduce
post-tour tracing for all
challenges.

We’re also including COVID-19
mitigation as part of our
challenge-specific route and
risk assessments and issuing
challenge-specific guidance to
our event staff (and participants
when necessary).

If you wish to avoid public
transport, we can arrange a
private transfer service to take
you to your front door.

frequently asked questions

our booking conditions
For our full booking conditions please click here.
For changes to booking conditions in relation to the COVID-19 crisis, please see our current web statement here.

Q. How fit do I need to be?
A: Our challenges are not designed for Olympic athletes; they’re
designed for people looking for an amazing goal to train and get fit for.
A number of the people who will take part in our challenges will have a
low level of fitness level when they sign up. We provide you with a free
comprehensive and realistic training programme for each challenge,
which we’ll send to you in plenty of time once you’ve signed up, so you’ll
have lots of time to prepare.

Summary of our booking conditions
1. A non-refundable registration fee is required to participate in the event and should be paid direct to Dream Challenges Ltd.
2. If you have selected:
Sponsorship – You pay the non-refundable event registration fee direct to Dream Challenges when you register for the event. You must raise the agreed minimum amount of
sponsorship as specified by your chosen charity, 100% of which must be sent to your charity at least 12 weeks prior to the event departure date* and will be used to cover your
tour including travel, accommodation, food, support vehicles and event support.
Self Funded – You pay the non-refundable event registration fee direct to Dream Challenges when you register for the event. You must pay the full event costs which will need to
be paid to Dream Challenges 12 weeks before the departure date* to secure your place on the event.
3. If you want to cancel your booking you must notify Dream Challenges in writing. The effective date of cancellation will be the date such notice is received. Registration and
administration fees are non-refundable in the event that you cancel.
Period before departure, when written notice of cancellation is received by DCL
Cancellation Charge

Q. Can we join as a team?

Q. What type of accommodation
will I be staying in?

A. We encourage solo
challengers and teams alike to
join us for our adventures.

A: Our accommodation varies
from challenge to challenge
but expect to stay in a mix of
accommodation on a twinsharing basis, from a cabin and
bunk-house in the wilderness to
comfortable hotels.
The majority of our
accommodation is on a twinsharing basis, which is included
in the challenge cost, however, as
the locations we are exploring are
quite rural, especially on the West
Highland Way, there will be a mix
of twin-sharing, triple-sharing
and cabins of four people sharing.
Our accommodation will be
required to pass COVID-19
hygiene and cleanliness checks
as part of our health and safety
protocols.

Our Dream Challenges are
renowned for their camaraderie,
so all these trips are a fantastic
opportunity to strengthen bonds
between teammates and/or
make new friends there.
Q. Is there a lower and upper age
limit to take part?
A: You need to be 18 years old or over
to take part in a Dream Challenge.
There’s no upper age limit. One of the
amazing things about our challenges
is that people of all ages will come
together to do something very special
to raise funds for the charity closest to
their heart. Everyone over the age of 18
is welcome to join the fun.

Join us with your friends
and family or take it on as a
corporate challenge and show
your commitment to corporate
social responsibility while
having the time of your life. You
could even take your challenge
as an opportunity to raise funds
for your charity of the year.

Up to 70 days: Registration fee
69 – 56 days: Registration fee and 35% of challenge costs
55 - 43 days: Registration fee and 55% of challenge costs
42 - 29 days: Registration fee and 75% of challenge costs
From 28 days to departure: Registration fee and 100% of challenge costs
If you have paid the Challenge Tour Cost directly to DCL.
If you cancel your booking, the cancellation charges referred to above will apply. You will receive a refund of any monies paid by you directly to DCL relating to the Challenge Tour
Cost paid after deduction of the cancellation charges set out above.
If the Charity has paid the Challenge Tour Cost to DCL.
If you cancel your booking, the cancellation charges referred to above will apply. DCL shall refund to the Charity any monies relating to the Challenge Tour Cost paid by it to DCL
after deduction of the cancellation charges set out above. You agree that the Charity shall be entitled to keep any such refunded monies and shall not be obliged to pay them to you.
4. Flight inclusive challenges: we hold an Air Travel Organiser’s Licence issued by the CAA (ATOL No. 10456) which provides for your protection in the event of Dream Challenges'
insolvency. The price of your air holiday packages includes the ATOL Protection Contribution (APC) we pay to the CAA. This charge is included in our advertised prices. When you
buy an ATOL protected flight or flight inclusive holiday from us you will receive an ATOL Certificate. This lists what is financially protected, where you can get information on
what this means for you and who to contact if things go wrong.
5. The Association of Bonded Travel Organisers Trust Limited (ABTOT) provides financial protection under The Package Travel and Linked Travel Arrangements Regulations
2018 for Dream Challenges Ltd. and in the event of their insolvency, protection is provided for the following:
1.
2.

Non-flight packages and
Flight inclusive packages that commence outside of the EU, which are sold to customers outside of the EU.

ABTOT cover provides for a refund in the event you have not yet travelled or repatriation if you are abroad. Please note that bookings made outside the EU are only protected by
ABTOT when purchased directly with Dream Challenges Ltd.
In the unlikely event that you require assistance whilst abroad due to our financial failure, please call our 24/7 helpline on 01702 811397 and advise you are a customer of
an ABTOT protected travel company. You can access the The Package Travel and Linked Travel Arrangements Regulations 2018 here: https://www.legislation.gov.uk/
ukdsi/2018/9780111168479/contents
6. If you are refused passage/entry/exit to or from the event destination any additional costs incurred are your responsibility.
7. Itineraries, schedules and accommodation may change and other alterations may occur which are beyond the control of Dream Challenges.
8. Your passport must be valid for at least six months from date of return to the UK. You are responsible for ensuring that you have a valid passport for the challenge.
9. We strongly recommend all participants purchase travel insurance which covers health/accident/loss and repatriation.
10. You must agree to be bound by Dream Challenges Booking Conditions.

Q. Do you have to carry your own equipment?
A: Your luggage, food and water will be transported to our
accommodation each day, so you will only need to carry a small
day pack containing essential accessories and equipment.
We recommend carrying a small day bag with you as we walk
or cycle, to keep your free Travel Safety Kit, water bottle (ideally
at least two litres) and phone/camera, along with any other
personal items you want to hand.

Data Protection
In order to enable us to process and fulfil your booking, we will ask you to provide us with personal information including, but not limited to, name, address, email address,
telephone number, details of group members that are travelling, as well as any special needs, health, medical, mobility or dietary requirements. Dream Challenges is the data
controller of any personal information that you provide to us under the General Data Protection Regulation 2016/679 and the Data Protection Act 2018.
In order to ensure that your challenge is appropriate for your specific needs that you have disclosed to us, for example, a medical condition or reduced mobility, we or the suppliers
of your travel arrangements may require further details. We will ask for your explicit consent to collect and share this information as necessary with the suppliers of your travel
arrangements in order to fulfil your booking.
We may pass personal information that you provide to us (including health and mobility information as explained above) on to relevant suppliers of your travel arrangements
such as airlines, hotels, transport companies and local tour operators and destination management companies as necessary to fulfil your contract with us. We may also pass your
personal information to the charity/charities you are fundraising for so that they may contact you to provide fundraising assistance to enable you to fulfil your contract with us.
If you travel outside the European Economic Area (EEA), your personal information may have to be sent to suppliers and other third parties outside the EEA where controls on
data protection may not be as strong as the legal requirements in this country. This may also apply to any sensitive information that you give to us such as details of any health
issues, disabilities or reduced mobility. If we cannot pass this information to the relevant suppliers, whether in the EEA or not, we cannot properly effect your booking. We will
ensure that adequate safeguards are in place before transferring any of your personal information outside of the EEA.
For other details of how we may use your personal information and your rights in relation to your personal information, please see our see our Privacy Policy: https://www.dreamchallenges.com/privacy-cookies/ for further details.

STILL BURNING WITH CURIOSITY? GET IN TOUCH
www.dream-challenges.com

events@dream-challenges.com

Tel: 01590 646 410

Promotional Material
Dream Challenges reserves the right to use any photographs and images for Legitimate Interest to promote future challenges taken on a challenge by its employees or forwarded
by any person on the challenge or connected to the challenge, on its website, in its social network marketing activities or for use in any other relevant promotional material.
Should you wish not to be included in any photographs or videos, please inform a member of staff prior to challenge departure.
Please note: We are committed to the on-going training of our staff and this may involve the recording of telephone conversations.

The Clock Tower
Unit 4 Oakridge Office Park, Southampton Road,
Whaddon, Salisbury, SP5 3HT
United Kingdom

Challenge programme
E-mail: events@dream-challenges.com

01590 646410challenge
Let's find Telephone:
your dream

